High rise buildings such
as blocks of ﬂats and
apartments have been
designed with ﬁre safety
as a priority. A ﬂat’s
doors, walls and ﬂoors
are all designed to stop
ﬁre and smoke from
spreading to other areas
of the building, but
this relies on the doors
being kept shut and
not left open and
any balconies being
clutter free.

Working together
to keep you safe:
Your ﬂat is designed to contain a
ﬁre if it breaks out in the ﬂat, but it
will also act as a safe place of refuge
if a ﬁre were to break out somewhere
else in the building.
Every year there are more that 50
ﬁres in bpha Limited properties,
which can lead to personal anguish,
lost possessions, injury and
sometimes sadly death.
bpha take the
safety of our customers
seriously and we are
working with the Fire
and Rescue Service to
help make you safer
in your home.

If you have any ﬁre safety queries
about your ﬂat:
Call bpha Limited on 0330 100 0272
Email our Fire Safety Oﬃcer using

info@bpha.org.uk

Fire safety
in a high rise home

Please take a few
minutes to read
this leaﬂet – it could
save your life and
those of the people
you care for!

Stay safe in your high rise home

If you have a ﬁre in your ﬂat
or apartment:

Smoke alarms
Did you know?

• A working smoke alarm
could save your life in a ﬁre

If you are in
any doubt,
get out!

• 56 people die each year
because their smoke alarm
is not working

• Most ﬁres start when people
are cooking
• Every 5 days someone dies
from a ﬁre started by a
cigarette

• Faulty electrical items start
about 6,000 ﬁres a year.
Make sure your smoke alarms
are working; they do save lives,
but only if they are working!
Test them once a week.
Your home should have at
least one smoke alarm on
each level. If you think you
don’t have enough smoke
alarms, they are not working,
or the low battery warning
starts to ‘beep’, then call bpha
Limited and they will advise
you on what action to take.

• Feel doors with the back of your hand
before opening them. DO NOT open
doors if they feel warm
• DO NOT look for the ﬁre. Alert everyone
else in the ﬂat and leave, closing all doors
behind you
• Use the stairs and DO NOT use the lift to
escape the building in case of ﬁre
• Once you are safely outside of the building,
dial 999 and ask for the Fire Service
• NEVER go back inside the building until
you have been told it is safe to do so

If there is a ﬁre somewhere in
the block of ﬂats or apartments:

Smoke alarm
not working?
Call bpha on
0330 100 0272

• The building is designed to contain a ﬁre
in the ﬂat where it starts. It will usually
be safe for you to stay in your own ﬂat
if the ﬁre is elsewhere
• Think about a room you can go to,
preferably with a telephone. Keep the
door closed and block gaps in the door
to stop smoke. You can open the windows
for fresh air and to get attention
• Dial 999 and ask for the Fire Service
• You must leave immediately if smoke
or heat aﬀects your home, or if you are
told to by the Fire and Rescue Service.

Balcony safety

If a ﬁre were to break out on a balcony
the risk will be much greater. With the ﬁre
being higher up and out in open air, high
wind speeds and change of wind direction
can make for unpredictable ﬁre behaviour.
Fires can spread upwards from balcony to
balcony and seriously undermine the ﬁre
safety design of the building – putting you
and those you care for at risk!
• DO NOT use BBQ’s on your balcony.
BBQ’s cause a ﬁre risk and falling embers
could set ﬁre to balconies below you
• Take care when smoking on your
balcony. Use an ash tray or bucket with
water in to dispose of cigarettes safely.
NEVER ﬂick cigarettes over the side of
your balcony as this could cause a ﬁre
on a balcony below you
• Keep your balcony clear of ﬂammable
materials and clutter. If a ﬁre were to
break out, clutter on your balcony will
put your ﬂat at greater risk of ﬁre
spreading more quickly
bpha Limited and The Fire and Rescue
Service recommend that you keep your
balcony clear of any clutter for your safety
and that of your family and neighbours.
We would ideally like to see ALL balconies
kept clear and encourage you to look at
your balcony right now and take the
necessary action to clear it.
Clear balconies do save lives!

Stay safe...

other ﬁre prevention tips
• Keep all exits and
corridors clear

• Dispose of rubbish in bin
chutes/bins and DO NOT leave
any items of waste/furniture
in communal areas
• Switch oﬀ electrical items
and shut doors before going
to bed. The fewer electrical
items you have on means
less risk of ﬁre and closing
your doors will prevent
spread of ﬁre and smoke

